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Hinweise zur Kompensationsprüfung

Diese Kompensationsprüfung besteht aus drei Aufgaben:
�� zwei Aufgaben aus dem Bereich Leseverstehen
�� einer monologischen Sprechaufgabe

Bei der Bearbeitung der drei Aufgaben sind keine Hilfsmittel erlaubt.
Die Vorbereitungszeit beträgt mind. 30 Minuten. Die Prüfungszeit beträgt maximal 25 Minuten:

Dauer Leseverstehen: Dauer der Sprechaufgabe:

�� Leseaufgabe 1: max. 10 Minuten
�� Leseaufgabe 2: max. 10 Minuten

�� erste lebende Fremdsprache B2: max. 7 Minuten
�� zweite lebende Fremdsprache B1: max. 5 Minuten

Leseverstehen: 
Es sind zwei Leseaufgaben zu lösen, die jeweils aus zwei Teilen bestehen:

Lesetext 1:  Teil 1 – Detailfragen zum Text 
Teil 2 – Globalfrage zum Text 

Lesetext 2:  Teil 1 – Detailfragen zum Text 
Teil 2 – Globalfrage zum Text

zu Teil 1 – Detailfragen zum Text: 
Schreiben Sie Ihre Antworten auf das dafür vorgesehene Antwortblatt. 
Jede richtige Antwort wird mit einem Punkt bewertet. Bei jeder Leseaufgabe finden Sie eine Angabe 
zu den maximal erreichbaren Punkten.

zu Teil 2 – Globalfrage zum Text:
Bereiten Sie Ihre Antwort zur Globalfrage innerhalb der Vorbereitungszeit (ggf. schriftlich) vor und 
geben Sie den Inhalt des Texts im Prüfungsgespräch mündlich wieder. 
Sie können bei der Globalfrage maximal 3 Punkte erreichen. 

Sprechen: 
Ihr Monolog wird nach den folgenden Kriterien beurteilt:

�� Erfüllung der Aufgabenstellung
�� Spektrum sprachlicher Mittel
�� Sprachrichtigkeit

Sie können für den Sprechauftrag maximal 10 Punkte erreichen. 

Die Beurteilung der mündlichen Kompensationsprüfung ergibt sich aus der gemeinsamen Beurteilung 
der beiden Kompetenzbereiche Leseverstehen und Sprechen. Für eine positive Beurteilung dieser 
Kompensationsprüfung müssen insgesamt 16 Punkte von 27 Punkten erreicht werden. 

Maximalpunkteanzahl: 27

Notendefinition:
16 – 18: Genügend
19 – 21: Befriedigend
22 – 24: Gut
25 – 27: Sehr gut

Über die Gesamtbeurteilung entscheidet die Prüfungskommission; jedenfalls werden sowohl die von 
der Kandidatin / vom Kandidaten im Rahmen der Kompensationsprüfung erbrachte Leistung als auch 
das Ergebnis der Klausurarbeit dafür herangezogen.

Viel Erfolg!



ANTWORTBLATT

NAME:
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2

1
Bob Randall

Von der 
Lehrperson 
auszufüllen

0 A B C D X richtig falsch

1 A B C D

2 A B C D

3 A B C D

4 A B C D

5 A B C D

6 A B C D

 ___ / 6 P.

Skyscrapers of the future Von der Lehrperson auszufüllen

richtig falsch richtig falsch richtig falsch richtig falsch

0 1 2 3 1 2 3

D
4 5 4 5

 ___ / 5 P.
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1 LESEN Teil 1: 6 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1–6. Put a cross () 

in the correct box on the answer sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you.

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Bob Randall
Bob Randall is an Aboriginal elder and he is also from the Stolen Generation. He's credited 
with bringing to light the issue of the forced removal of Aboriginal children from their families. 
Back in 1970, he wrote the song, "My Brown Skin Baby They Take Him Away". It became an 
anthem for the Stolen Generations and a TV documentary followed. Shortly afterwards the 
Australian government of the day was shamed into outlawing the practice.

He is a member of the Luritja Tribe, the people who inhabited the lands to the west and south 
of Alice Springs and they make up one of the largest of the Central Australian Aboriginal 
populations. He was born near Uluru and his forefathers have been keepers of the rock 
plateau for thousands of years. Now he retains this honour himself as one of the modern-day 
keepers of Uluru.

Stolen

Back in the 1930s Bob's family were doing what they had done for generations – killing 
bullocks that were grazing on the land to feed themselves and the community. One hot day 
in November 1938, a special constable arrived with two trackers and began arresting people 
who had been killing cattle. Members of Bob's family were rounded up and arrested and 
then they turned to Bob, who was a small boy at the time, and decided that he needed to be 
put under arrest as well for being of half-indigenous and half-Scottish decent. (Such children 
were destined to be taken away and brought up in a Christian orphanage away from their 
families.)

Chains around necks

And so the long slow march began. Fifteen of Bob's family members were ordered to walk 
across the desert in rows with chains around their necks. (Bob was made to walk between his 
auntie, uncle and grandfathers). They were marched about 50 kilometres per day heading 
towards Alice Springs and reaching the town in about three weeks. There, Bob was handed 
over to the police, who put him into an institution that held hundreds of children of half-
caste descent before transferring him to one of the many religious organizations that ran 
orphanages. He was sent to a child-minding centre run by the Methodist Church on an island 
off the northern coast and from that moment he was raised to become an English-speaking 
Australian (speaking your tribal language was forbidden or celebrating anything about your 
indigenous culture in dance or song was also banned).

The Apology

Winding forward almost 80 years now, I was keen to know from Bob what he actually made of 
the apology given by Prime Minister Kevin Rudd some years ago. Saying sorry was symbolic 
but Bob and others hoped that it would lead to compensation for the land that was stolen. 
Or alternatively land that was taken away would be returned. But to this day very little has 
changed.
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(Fortsetzung 1) Teil 1: 6 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text, then choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 1–6. Put a cross () 

in the correct box on the answer sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you.

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Bob Randall
Bob Randall is an Aboriginal elder and he is also from the Stolen Generation. He's credited 
with bringing to light the issue of the forced removal of Aboriginal children from their families. 
Back in 1970, he wrote the song, "My Brown Skin Baby They Take Him Away". It became an 
anthem for the Stolen Generations and a TV documentary followed. Shortly afterwards the 
Australian government of the day was shamed into outlawing the practice.

He is a member of the Luritja Tribe, the people who inhabited the lands to the west and south 
of Alice Springs and they make up one of the largest of the Central Australian Aboriginal 
populations. He was born near Uluru and his forefathers have been keepers of the rock 
plateau for thousands of years. Now he retains this honour himself as one of the modern-day 
keepers of Uluru.

Stolen

Back in the 1930s Bob's family were doing what they had done for generations – killing 
bullocks that were grazing on the land to feed themselves and the community. One hot day 
in November 1938, a special constable arrived with two trackers and began arresting people 
who had been killing cattle. Members of Bob's family were rounded up and arrested and 
then they turned to Bob, who was a small boy at the time, and decided that he needed to be 
put under arrest as well for being of half-indigenous and half-Scottish decent. (Such children 
were destined to be taken away and brought up in a Christian orphanage away from their 
families.)

Chains around necks

And so the long slow march began. Fifteen of Bob's family members were ordered to walk 
across the desert in rows with chains around their necks. (Bob was made to walk between his 
auntie, uncle and grandfathers). They were marched about 50 kilometres per day heading 
towards Alice Springs and reaching the town in about three weeks. There, Bob was handed 
over to the police, who put him into an institution that held hundreds of children of half-
caste descent before transferring him to one of the many religious organizations that ran 
orphanages. He was sent to a child-minding centre run by the Methodist Church on an island 
off the northern coast and from that moment he was raised to become an English-speaking 
Australian (speaking your tribal language was forbidden or celebrating anything about your 
indigenous culture in dance or song was also banned).

The Apology

Winding forward almost 80 years now, I was keen to know from Bob what he actually made of 
the apology given by Prime Minister Kevin Rudd some years ago. Saying sorry was symbolic 
but Bob and others hoped that it would lead to compensation for the land that was stolen. 
Or alternatively land that was taken away would be returned. But to this day very little has 
changed.

0 Bob Randall 

A   has stolen children.
B   had a baby who was kidnapped.
C   is the oldest of the Stolen Generation.
D   made people aware of the Stolen Generation.

1 Bob Randall’s composition

A   was presented first on television.
B   conveyed an important story.
C   interfered with the Stolen Generation.
D   was forbidden by the Australian government.

2 Bob Randall’s family 

A   farmed large stretches of land.
B   consider themselves as owners of Central Australia.
C   have always felt responsible for Uluru. 
D   were guardians of the Stolen Generation.

3 Rob Randall’s freedom was taken away from him because

A   of his roots.
B   of his language.
C   he had killed cattle.
D   his relatives were arrested.

4 Bob Randall’s relatives

A   were forced to resettle by the police.
B   insisted that Bob walked next to them.
C   underwent great hardship.
D   were determined to stay together.

5 Religious child-care facilities

A   taught pupils various foreign languages. 
B   prohibited traditional rituals.
C   cared about the children’s background.
D   were against entertainment.

6 Bob Randall

A   objects to symbolic gestures.
B   distrusts the government.
C   demands rights for the children of the Stolen Generation. 
D   expects the government to restore justice.
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2 LESEN Teil 1: 5 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text. Some parts are missing. Choose the correct part (A–H) for each gap (1–5). 

There are two extra parts that you should not use. Write your answers in the boxes provided 
on the answer sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you.

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Skyscrapers of the future
Air pollution has always been a problem in urban centers. But with the massive industrialization 
and urban expansion taking place in some of the most heavily populated regions of the world 
(China and India being foremost), the issue of how to (0) ___. And more and more, researchers and 
environmentalists are considering options that hit air pollution where it lives.

Two such individuals are Danny Mui and Benjamin Sahagun, a pair of architects who have devised a 
rather novel concept for dealing with the thick layers of carbon dioxide pollution that are so common 
to major urban centers. In essence, it is a pair of buildings that scrub CO2 emissions from the air, and 
thus marries the concept of carbon capture technology to urban planning.

Dubbed the CO2ngress Gateway Towers, the concept involves two crooked buildings that are 
outfitted with a filtration system. This system then feeds the captured CO2 to algae grown in the 
building which then (1) ___. In this respect, it is not unlike the artificial tree concept designed by Klaus 
Lackner, director of the Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy at Columbia University.

Much like these “trees”, the carbon capture technology involves using an entirely natural process to 
(2) ___, thus causing a chemical reaction that results in a fossil fuel precursor which can easily be 
converted. This fuel can then be consumed as gasoline or ethanol, thus giving people the ability to 
keep burning fossil fuels while they research cleaner, more sustainable sources of fuel.
Ultimately, the idea here is not to offer a be-all, end-all solution to the problem, but rather to (3) ___. 
And by ensuring that carbon capture technology is available in large urban dwellings, they are looking 
to (4) ___ of urban sprawl – i.e. large urban dwellings – are part of the solution.
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(Fortsetzung 2) Teil 1: 5 P.  |  Teil 2: 3 P.
1.  Read the text. Some parts are missing. Choose the correct part (A–H) for each gap (1–5). 

There are two extra parts that you should not use. Write your answers in the boxes provided 
on the answer sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you.

2.  What is the text about? Present the most important points of the text.

Skyscrapers of the future
Air pollution has always been a problem in urban centers. But with the massive industrialization 
and urban expansion taking place in some of the most heavily populated regions of the world 
(China and India being foremost), the issue of how to (0) ___. And more and more, researchers and 
environmentalists are considering options that hit air pollution where it lives.

Two such individuals are Danny Mui and Benjamin Sahagun, a pair of architects who have devised a 
rather novel concept for dealing with the thick layers of carbon dioxide pollution that are so common 
to major urban centers. In essence, it is a pair of buildings that scrub CO2 emissions from the air, and 
thus marries the concept of carbon capture technology to urban planning.

Dubbed the CO2ngress Gateway Towers, the concept involves two crooked buildings that are 
outfitted with a filtration system. This system then feeds the captured CO2 to algae grown in the 
building which then (1) ___. In this respect, it is not unlike the artificial tree concept designed by Klaus 
Lackner, director of the Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy at Columbia University.

Much like these “trees”, the carbon capture technology involves using an entirely natural process to 
(2) ___, thus causing a chemical reaction that results in a fossil fuel precursor which can easily be 
converted. This fuel can then be consumed as gasoline or ethanol, thus giving people the ability to 
keep burning fossil fuels while they research cleaner, more sustainable sources of fuel.
Ultimately, the idea here is not to offer a be-all, end-all solution to the problem, but rather to (3) ___. 
And by ensuring that carbon capture technology is available in large urban dwellings, they are looking 
to (4) ___ of urban sprawl – i.e. large urban dwellings – are part of the solution.

Said Mui and Sahagun on the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH) website:

The scrubbers are the first step in a process that generates fuel for a fleet of eco-friendly cars for 
building residents. The system raises public awareness of air pollution and its impact on the health of 
Chicagoans.

Aside from the scrubbers, the buildings (5) ___. These include the “double skin facade” – two layers 
of windows – that can cut down on outside traffic noise. In addition, the spaces on either side of the 
buildings’ central elevator core can be used as outdoor terraces for residents.

Apparently, Mui and Sahagun worked on the project while students at the Illinois Institute of 
Technology, where it earned them an honorable mention in the 2012 CTBUH student competition. 
According to Mui, they created the structure after the semester ended, but there are no immediate 
plans to build it.

A absorb CO2 from the air and then combine it with water 

B boast some other impressive features to cut down on urban annoyances

C buy the human race time to clean up its act

D deal with increasing emissions is especially important

E convert it into biofuels for use in vehicles

F ensure that one of the many symptoms 

G function as an additional urban tourist attraction                 

H replace real trees and green zones in cities                       
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3 SPRECHEN 10 P.

Your class organised an English project week on films. Part of it was finding out which kinds of 
films were most popular among the students at your school. You have been asked to present 
the results. 

  
In your talk you should: 

�� analyse the findings in the graph
�� describe the characteristics of your own favourite kinds of film
�� discuss how modern technologies have changed viewing habits

You should talk for 5 to 7 minutes


